ABSTRACT Cells within biofilms exhibit physiological heterogeneity, in part because of chemical gradients existing within these spatially structured communities. Previous work has examined how chemical gradients develop in large biofilms containing >10 8 cells. However, many bacterial communities in nature are composed of small, densely packed aggregates of cells (<10 5 bacteria). Using a gelatin-based three-dimensional (3D) printing strategy, we confined the bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa within picoliter-sized 3D "microtraps" that are permeable to nutrients, waste products, and other bioactive small molecules. We show that as a single bacterium grows into a maximally dense (10 12 cells ml ؊1 ) clonal population, a localized depletion of oxygen develops when it reaches a critical aggregate size of~55 pl. Collectively, these data demonstrate that chemical and phenotypic heterogeneity exists on the micrometer scale within small aggregate populations.
hemical gradients frequently arise in nature and consequently affect the physiology of organisms within their breadth. Such chemical heterogeneity exists within spatially structured communities of microbes called biofilms; this heterogeneity molds environmental microniches, influencing species diversity and the three-dimensional (3D) organization of cells (1) (2) (3) . For example, the physical location of a bacterium within the substrata of a biofilm will impact viability, metabolic activity, gene expression, and phenotypes such as resistance to antimicrobials (1, 4, 5) . The chemical gradients within biofilms develop because of multiple variables, including the diffusive properties of substrates, the number and spatial organization of cells, and their metabolic activity.
Before forming a large complex cell consortium, immature biofilms exist as smaller aggregates containing 10 1 to 10 5 cells (1, 6) . In natural environments, bacteria are frequently found growing as aggregates, such as well-separated clusters on the skin surface, at infection sites, or as components of larger soil biofilm communities (7) (8) (9) (10) . Aggregates are pervasive in nature and are particularly clinically relevant, as many infections are thought to be seeded by aggregates of pathogenic bacteria (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . Even under planktonic conditions, where bacteria are often assumed to be single celled, bacteria are frequently clustered into aggregates (1, 6 ). Yet, remarkably little is known about the physiology of microbes within an aggregate.
Studying microbial aggregates of relevant size (Յ10 5 cells) is challenging. While some techniques have provided a platform for isolating cells in picoliter-scale volumes (18) (19) (20) , these strategies often do not provide conditions conducive to cell growth. Most techniques that confine small, actively growing populations (21) (22) (23) cannot organize cells within customized 3D arrangements and often do not enable rapid mass transport through the confined environment. Here we used gelatin-based 3D printing to confine single bacterial cells within micrometer-sized "houses" (referred to here as microtraps) constructed by covalently linking proteins by multiphoton lithography (24) . This printing method is an advancement of the bacterial "lobster trap" technology that we previously described for isolating small bacterial populations (25) , though the main principles behind this lithographic technique remain the same. While confining cells within "lobster traps" required cells to swim into a microtrap through a small opening, our new technique temporarily immobilizes cells within a thermally set gel matrix. Then, a picoliter-sized microtrap is constructed around a single bacterium and the thermally set gel is melted and removed by washing with warm (37°C) medium (24) . Proteinbased walls define aggregate size and shape in three dimensions on the micrometer scale and are permeable to nutrients, waste products, and other small molecules. Individual cells confined within microtraps grow at normal rates and reach extremely high densi-ties (10 12 cells ml Ϫ1 ) while maintaining cell numbers typical of naturally occurring aggregates (Յ10 5 cells) (25) .
Since nutrients diffuse readily through the walls of the microtrap, this experimental system allows examination of whether aggregates possess biofilm-like chemical gradients (25) . Here we examined oxygen gradients within aggregates of the ubiquitous opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Oxygen depletion is biologically relevant in P. aeruginosa since it influences outer membrane chemistry, polysaccharide production, quorum sensing, virulence factor production, and antibiotic resistance (4, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . We provide evidence that an oxygen gradient develops within a densely packed aggregate of Յ10 5 cells, resulting in physiological adaptation of a subpopulation of cells within the aggregate. We also demonstrate that both the population size and surface area of the aggregate affect the oxygen gradient.
RESULTS
Previous work has shown that biofilms possess genetic and physiological heterogeneity in part because of chemical gradients within microenvironments (1, 4, 5) . New biofilms generally begin as aggregates of cells (1, 6) ; however, the minimal population size required to generate these chemical gradients remains unclear, and this is a critical gap in our understanding of the physiology of structured populations. Despite their ubiquitous presence in nature, little is known about how growth proceeds within densely packed aggregates. Quantifying the growth kinetics of a single aggregate is difficult, as motility and environmental flux often change the shape and size of an aggregate (12, 32) . These changing variables complicate observation-based time course studies, even for making simple measurements of aggregate growth rate and cell density. For this reason, we initiated this study by examining aggregate growth of P. aeruginosa confined within picoliter-sized, porous microtraps generated by gelatin-based 3D printing (24) .
Protein walls porous to nutrients, waste products, and other small molecules (25) confine a single cell within a fully enclosed microtrap (Fig. 1) . Initially, one confined cell is locally (within the microtrap) present at a density of 10 9 cells ml Ϫ1 ; however, because the microtrap walls are porous, cells within the microtrap can be supplied with a constant source of nutrients. Single cells grew rapidly within the microtraps, reaching a density of 10 12 cells ml Ϫ1 within~8 to 10 h, and continued to stretch the flexible, gelatinbased walls for several hours due to their increasing cell mass ( Fig. 2A and B ; see Fig. S1A in the supplemental material). The microtrap's wall flexibility enabled cells to continue to double for multiple hours while at densities of 10 11 to 10 12 ml Ϫ1 ( Fig. 2A and B; see Fig. S1A ). Our previously published quantifications of aggregate growth rate examined populations at densities of 10 9 to 10 10 cells ml Ϫ1 at 37°C (25) because with our prior approach we could only examine the first five generations of clonal growth by light microscopy. Here, we used fluorescence microscopy to measure aggregate growth rates between 7 and 14 h postinoculation, where, depending on the microtrap volume, populations were consistently at a density of 10 11 to 10 12 cells ml Ϫ1 , the density at which we predicted populations would develop steep nutrient gradients (Fig. 2) . To our knowledge, growth rates of P. aeruginosa at densities exceeding 10 10 cells ml Ϫ1 have never before been In the aggregate side view (top panels), the microtrap was digitally removed for clarity. In the bottom panels, the microtrap base is displayed (red) but the walls were digitally removed. The growth rate was calculated by determining the total GFP voxels detected inside the microtrap at multiple time points. (C) Representative P. aeruginosa growth curves for small microtraps (closed gray circles) and large microtraps (open circles). (D) Average growth rates (in minutes) in small and large microtraps. Error bars represent standard deviations, n ϭ Ն3.
quantitated, as cells grown in flasks do not naturally reach densities of Ͼ10 9 to 10 10 cells ml Ϫ1 . Moreover, biofilm growth rates are difficult to quantify precisely, as cells constantly change location or often leave a biofilm via dispersion. Cells continued to double while at extremely high densities (at 25°C, generation times averaged 78 Ϯ 16 min, Fig. 2) , and the microtrap size did not significantly affect their generation time ( Fig. 2C and D) .
Since the substrata of biofilms can develop zones of nutrient depletion (2, 4), we sought to determine the size of an aggregate required to locally deplete nutrients. The concentration of any nutrient within a cell population is dictated by two main factors, the rate of nutrient diffusion into the population and the rate of nutrient consumption. This reaction-diffusion system concept can be used to describe the spatial distribution of one or more substances in natural environments (2, (33) (34) (35) . In the present study, we examined oxygen depletion since it regulates important phenotypes in P. aeruginosa, including outer membrane modifications, polysaccharide production, quorum sensing, virulence factor production, and antibiotic resistance (4, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . To predict the minimum size required for oxygen depletion, we used a previously described model for predicting the minimum size of a spherical aggregate necessary to deplete a solute at its center (where the oxygen concentration reaches zero [i.e., anaerobic] at the core point of the aggregate) (2) . This aggregate size is defined by the radius, R min ( 
To calculate R min , we made the following assumptions about the microenvironment of a P. aeruginosa aggregate grown at room temperature (25°C). (i) The diffusion coefficient of oxygen (D e ) through a population of densely packed bacteria is 1.12 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 cm 2 s Ϫ1 (33, 36) , and (ii) the concentration of oxygen (S o ) in the aqueous environment is 8.24 mg liter Ϫ1 , the maximum amount that can be dissolved in water under ambient conditions (25°C). We can estimate the volumetric reaction rate of oxygen within the aggregate (consumption rate of oxygen [2, 37] , see We used an average specific growth rate of 0.56 h Ϫ1 and a cell density of 250 mg cm Ϫ3 (75-min doubling time at a density of 10 12 cells ml Ϫ1 ) to calculate the value of k o , 46 mg s Ϫ1 liter Ϫ1 (2) (Fig. 3B ). These data allowed us to predict an R min value of 35 m (Fig. 3A) . This value is similar to existing predictions in the literature, where at depths of greater than~60 m, oxygen cannot be detected with probes (4, 38) . At these same depths, multiple clinically important phenotypes arise, such as antibiotic resistance (1, 4) .
Naturally occurring aggregates are often irregularly shaped and are sometimes attached to a surface. Equation 1 can only make (C, D) Surface-attached 15-and 60-pl populations (radii of 17 and 27 m, respectively) generated from representative aggregate measurements were used to predict the steady-state oxygen concentration profile within the aggregate microenvironment, given by ٌ 2 c ϭ Ϫk o , where c is the oxygen concentration and k o is the oxygen uptake rate per unit volume of cells. The oxygen concentration in the external medium is assumed to be at saturation. The equation was solved via finite-element simulations in three dimensions, assuming that there was no penetration at the glass coverslip boundary. The highly porous microtrap wall was assumed not to pose a significant diffusive barrier to oxygen (24, 25) . The simulations for each representative aggregate size and shape were implemented in COMSOL.
predictions based on a spherical aggregate, addressing the development of an oxygen gradient over a 1D radius, and cannot account for nondiffusive surfaces (Fig. 3A) . For this reason, we used COMSOL to model the 3D oxygen environment within irregularly shaped (i.e., not spherical), surface-attached aggregates. In these simulations, the steady-state oxygen concentration profile in the cell population is given by
where c is the oxygen concentration and k o is the oxygen uptake rate per unit volume of cells ( Fig. 3A and B) . Because we wanted to model a surface-attached population, we set a no-penetration (ٌc ϭ 0) boundary condition at the aggregate base to account for the lack of oxygen diffusion at the cover glass of our microtrap aggregates. For aggregate shape, dimensions representative of small and large surface-attached microtrap populations were used. This modeling advancement allowed us to predict the oxygen gradient in three dimensions, improving upon the predictions made by equation 1. We first modeled two aggregate sizes with a previously reported oxygen uptake rate of 12 mg s Ϫ1 liter Ϫ1 (39), finding that both small and large aggregates display similar oxygen gradient profiles (Fig. 3C) . The lowest concentration of oxygen present within the smaller aggregate model was 7.8 mg liter Ϫ1 , whereas the lowest oxygen concentration in the larger aggregate was 6.9 mg liter Ϫ1 . Because we predicted that our aggregates would consume oxygen at 46 mg s Ϫ1 liter Ϫ1 (Fig. 3A and B) , 2-to 4-fold faster than some previously measured rates (39, 40) , we also modeled oxygen levels with this higher k o value (Fig. 3D ) and found that this intensified the oxygen depletion within the aggregates; the lowest oxygen concentration within the small aggregate was 6.4 mg liter Ϫ1 , whereas the larger aggregate developed the steepest gradient, reaching as low as 3.2 mg liter Ϫ1 (Fig. 3D ). These simulations indicate that an~4-fold increase in the oxygen uptake rate can significantly alter the oxygen gradient within a larger (60-pl) aggregate.
To determine whether such oxygen gradients develop in P. aeruginosa aggregates, we assessed the oxygen concentration within confined bacterial populations in real time. Although there are numerous methods to quantify oxygen concentrations with electrochemical and optical probes (41-44), they generally provide only 1D or 2D detail and in some cases cannot provide micrometer-scale resolution. Though some probes can be motorized to provide 3D data, the movement of probes through a micrometer-sized aggregate would dramatically alter the aggregate shape. For this reason, we developed a cell-based biosensor to detect oxygen levels. In the assay, green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression serves as a proxy for the expression of an operon encoding the high-affinity terminal oxidase, cbb 3 -2, which has previously been shown to be transcriptionally induced when oxygen is depleted to~2% (45, 46) . Characterization of this biosensor strain revealed that GFP expression steadily increases as the oxygen concentration decreases to 2% (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material), and GFP was detectable within 1 h upon exposure to these low-oxygen conditions. It should be noted that GFP requires the presence of oxygen for maturation of the chromophore; therefore, anaerobic conditions cannot be assessed with this biosensor (47) .
To determine the aggregate size required for oxygen gradients to develop, the P. aeruginosa biosensor was confined in microtraps and allowed to grow and fill the microtrap, achieving cell densities of 10 11 to 10 12 cells ml Ϫ1 . Aggregate sizes with radii smaller than those predicted by the R min equation were initially tested. Since the aggregates increased in volume over time and often formed nonuniform shapes, we use the term "radius" loosely, defined here as half of the widest width of the aggregate. A microtrap fabricated with an initial inner volume of 2 pl stretches because of cell growth to~10 pl, with a radius of~16 m ( Fig. 2A and 4B, left panel) . Within these small aggregates, we did not detect appreciable amounts of GFP (Fig. 4A and B, left panels) , demonstrating that oxygen levels do not diminish below our threshold (~2%) within this aggregate. However, increasing the microtrap size to~55 pl (radius of~27 m) resulted in significant GFP production ( Fig.  4A and B, center panels) . These data support our 3D simulations, demonstrating the development of a region with Ͻ4 mg liter Ϫ1 oxygen near the base of a surface-associated aggregate with a radius of~27 m, but not in a smaller surface-associated aggregate with a radius of~16 m (Fig. 4) . In addition, the faster of the two uptake rates simulated appears to more accurately reflect the experimental data (Fig. 4 , left and center panels, and 3C and D); therefore, we reasoned that our mathematical simulations using the higher uptake rate (Fig. 3D) can make accurate predictions regarding the existence and character of oxygen gradients.
Since diffusion is impaired at the glass surface (Fig. 4B , left and center panels), our simulations predicted that this diffusion barrier inhibits oxygen penetration at the aggregate base. We hypothesized that increasing the diffusive surface area of an aggregate would result in an increased oxygen concentration throughout the aggregate, as predicted by our mathematical simulation of an aggregate not attached to a surface (Fig. 4C, right panel) . To test this hypothesis, we capitalized on our ability to customize 3D printed shapes and raised this larger aggregate on stilts, away from the cover glass. This process exposed the bottom surface of the aggregate to a fluid interface where additional oxygen diffusion occurs in place of the glass diffusion barrier (Fig. 4B, right panel) . We found that GFP was not detectable within large 55-pl aggregates lifted on stilts ( Fig. 4A and B, right panels), demonstrating that increasing the (diffusive) surface area-to-volume ratio of a population will increase the oxygen available in the environment. Interestingly, when such suspended populations grew larger (65 pl) and touched the coverslip floor, significant diffusive surface area was lost and GFP expression was detected (see Fig. S3A and B in the supplemental material). In one replicate, an aggregate grew to 95 pl without touching the floor and significant GFP expression was detected (see Fig. S3C ). These data are in agreement with our predictive R min equation and 3D simulations.
DISCUSSION
Using custom-fabricated protein microtraps and a low-oxygen biosensor, we determined that a surface-associated P. aeruginosa aggregate of~55 pl possesses microaerophilic microenvironments near the surface. Because GFP is not immediately detected upon exposure to low oxygen (since gfp must be transcribed and translated to be detected), the precise time at which oxygen levels decreased to Յ2% cannot be determined; thus, it is likely that some aggregates smaller than 55 pl possess microaerophilic regions. However, since the P. aeruginosa biosensor produces detectable GFP within 1 h of exposure to 2% oxygen and the generation time of P. aeruginosa under these conditions is approximately 1 h, the earliest point at which oxygen limitation likely occurs is 1 h before the aggregate reaches a volume of 55 pl (i.e., half the size of the 55-pl trap or~27 pl).
This study also developed a model to predict oxygen levels within P. aeruginosa aggregates of different sizes and shapes. This model is an advancement of previous models that estimated the minimum aggregate size required to produce anoxic growth conditions in spherical aggregates. Although our simulations generally agreed with the empirical data, some discrepancies between predicted and observed microaerophilic regions were observed, which could be attributable to the parameter values chosen to represent our experimental conditions. For example, we assumed that the concentration of oxygen in the growth medium was the maximum amount that can be dissolved in water, yet the growth medium used in this study contains high solute concentrations and therefore likely possesses lower dissolved oxygen concentrations. Additionally, the simulations assume that cells within the aggregate have uniform oxygen consumption rates and that the oxygen consumption rate does not depend on oxygen availability. Regardless, these simulations should be valuable for making predictions about more complex spatially organized microbial populations. For instance, modeling could yield insight into physiological heterogeneity and multispecies interactions within polymicrobial populations, providing predictions about solute gradients and resulting phenotypes in nature, where growth under laboratory conditions is not achievable or environmentally representative.
Beyond assessment of oxygen gradients in aggregates of distinct sizes and shapes, this work also demonstrated that P. aeruginosa continues to grow at normal rates when confined at extremely high cell densities (~10 12 ml Ϫ1 ) in aggregates with volumes of up to~55 pl. These data indicate that while levels of oxygen and potentially other nutrients may decrease in such aggregates, growth of the population is not measurably affected.
Collectively, this study provides new information regarding the physiology and growth of P. aeruginosa aggregates of sizes likely abundant in nature. Indeed, it is likely that many metabolically active naturally occurring aggregates become limited for oxygen and in response undergo clinically relevant phenotypic adaptations, such as altered production of virulence factors (30) . Oxygen limitation has previously been correlated with increased antibiotic resistance; however, recent results from our lab indicate that as few as a few hundred P. aeruginosa bacteria can acquire antibiotic resistance when confined in microtraps (25) . Our results here show that P. aeruginosa depletes oxygen in aggregates of 10 5 cells, suggesting that antibiotic resistance cannot be explained by oxygen deprivation alone.
The approaches used in this study will be valuable for ascertaining the presence of other chemical gradients within bacterial aggregates, as well as environmental characteristics such as pH. Ultimately, it will be important to combine this 3D printing technology with analytical techniques such as scanning electrochemical microscopy and imaging mass spectrometry to provide precise, real-time measurement of chemicals of interest within aggregates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth conditions. The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1 . P. aeruginosa PAO1 constitutively expressing gfp from pMRP9-1 (48) was used in all growth studies, and PAO1 carrying the pAW9 oxygen reporter plasmid (see below) was used in all oxygen depletion studies. Escherichia coli and P. aeruginosa cultures were grown at 37°C with shaking at 250 rpm in tryptic soy broth (TSB), unless otherwise noted. Antibiotics were used at the following concentrations for plasmid selection: ampicillin, 100 g ml Ϫ1 for E. coli; carbenicillin, 300 g ml Ϫ1 for P. aeruginosa; gentamicin, 20 g ml Ϫ1 for E. coli and 100 g ml Ϫ1 for P. aeruginosa. For P. aeruginosa plasmid maintenance, the following concentrations were used: gentamicin, 50 g ml Ϫ1 ; carbenicillin, 150 g ml Ϫ1 . Before cells were trapped within gelatin microstructures, P. aeruginosa strains were grown overnight in 0.5ϫ TSB. Before initiation of growth rate studies and oxygen depletion studies, cultures were highly aerated by shaking a 5-ml culture volume in a 250-ml flask for a minimum of 2 h to reduce GFP levels within PAO1 carrying pAW9. During this 2-h period, the culture cell density did not exceed an optical density at 600 nm (OD 600 ) of 1.0.
Microstructure fabrication around a single cell. Photo-cross-linked gelatin microstructures were fabricated by a dynamic-mask multiphoton lithography technique as described elsewhere (24, 49, 50) , with some modifications. Structures were printed from a precursor solution containing 200 mg ml Ϫ1 gelatin type A (porcine), 25 mg ml Ϫ1 bovine serum albumin, and 5 mM Rose Bengal as a photosensitizer in a buffer consisting of 20 mM HEPES and 0.1 M NaCl (pH 7.4) on the surface of a chambered no. 1 borosilicate cover glass (Lab-Tek; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Bacterial cultures were diluted into the fabrication solution to an OD 600 of 0.01, and cells remained in fabrication precursor for no longer than 2.5 h. Warmed fabrication reagent containing bacteria was spotted onto the chambered cover glass, and printing was performed at room temperature once the precursor had cooled to form a gel. The output from a modelocked titanium sapphire laser operating at 740 nm was scanned over an electronic photomask, and the reflected beam was collimated to overfill the back aperture of a 60ϫ oil immersion objective (Olympus PlanApo, numerical aperture 1.4) situated on an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert). In this work, all 3D microstructures were printed in a layer-by-layer manner at 5.0 s per plane with 0.50-m steps in the optical axis between fabrication layers and an average laser power of~45 mW (measured at the back aperture of the objective). After fabrication, samples were warmed to 37°C and washed repeatedly with 37°C TSB to melt and remove gelatin solution that was not photo-cross-linked. Samples were washed with TSB by pipetting three times at~1,~3, and~7 h after microtrap fabrication. After washing, each sample remained on the chambered cover glass bathed in 500 l of TSB.
Microscopy and analysis. For up to 7 h after fabrication, cell growth was monitored via light microscopy (Nikon TS100) and the temperature was maintained at 37°C by placing the samples inside a microscope incubator (InVivo Scientific). After~7 h, trapped cells were removed from the incubator and transported to the confocal microscope, where cells grew at room temperature (~25°C). Images were acquired as a z series with an SP2 acousto-optical beam splitter confocal microscope equipped with a 63ϫ, numerical aperture 1.4 objective~7 to 16 h after microtrap fabrication around either PAO1 constitutively expressing gfp from pMRP9-1 or PAO1 carrying the pAW9 reporter. Confocal fluorescence images were acquired as previously described, with some modifications (25) . Greenchannel images were acquired using 488-nm excitation and emission centered at 515 nm (35-nm slit width), while red-channel images (of fluorescence from microtrap walls) were collected using 543-nm excitation and emission centered at 640 nm (120-nm slit width). The inner dimensions and volume of each microtrap, the volume of cells constitutively expressing GFP, and the total voxels of GFP-positive PAO1 pAW9 reporter cells were quantified with Imaris software (Bitplane AG, Switzerland). To detect the walls of the gelatin microtraps, the Isosurface mode of the Surpass module was used to generate isosurfaces of the red channel stacks. The threshold for the red channel isosurfaces was determined manually. The inner volume of the microtrap was quantified at multiple time points by generating an isosurface from the nonfluorescent red channel pixels present within the confines of the red isosurface walls. For simplicity, we refer to "small" and "large" microtraps by their average volumes in picoliters when filled to maximum capacity (10 12 cells ml Ϫ1 ), rounding to the nearest 5-pl increment. Because microtraps also emit some fluorescence in the green channel, a modified green channel was generated by masking the green channel with the isosurface of the red trap walls (see paragraph above), so that the green fluorescence from the microtrap walls was set to zero. Resultant modified green channels contained only fluorescence originating from GFP-positive cells. The number of cells present within a microtrap was determined by trapping PAO1 constitutively expressing GFP and generating an isosurface image of the modified green channel stacks, which determined the total amount of green fluorescence above the background. The generation time was calculated by determining the volume of GFP within each microtrap over three successive time points after the populations grew to maximum cell densities (10 11 to 10 12 ml Ϫ1 ). The total GFPpositive voxels from PAO1 pAW9 oxygen reporter cells within microtraps was determined by generating an isosurface image of the modified green channel stacks. For determination of GFP-positive voxels, see the paragraph on oxygen reporter construction and characterization below.
Mathematical modeling of the aggregate microenvironment. To predict the radius of the minimum spherical aggregate size required to deplete oxygen at its center (R min ), we made a simple prediction by using equation 1 (as defined above; see also reference 2), which assumes zeroorder kinetics (i.e., the reaction rate [oxygen consumption rate] does not depend on the concentration of the solute [oxygen]). Equation 1 was solved using a diffusion coefficient of oxygen through densely packed bacteria, 1.12 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 cm 2 s Ϫ1 (D e was estimated by using the average reported relative effective diffusivity of oxygen) (33, 36) , and the maximum amount of oxygen that can be dissolved in pure water at 25°C (S o ; 8.24 mg liter Ϫ1 ). To determine the volumetric reaction rate of oxygen (oxygen consumption rate) given by k o ϭ X/Y xO2 , we quantified , the specific growth rate of cells, and X, the density of cells within an aggregate (2, 37) . We assumed a yield coefficient of Pseudomonas biomass on oxygen (Y xO2 ) of 0.85 (2, 37) and solved for k o (k o ϭ 46 mg s Ϫ1 liter Ϫ1 ; Fig. 2 shows specific growth rate and cell density determinations; see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
To model the oxygen concentration in three dimensions, we employed more sophisticated modeling, where the steady-state oxygen concentration profile in the cell population is given by equation 2 (as defined above).
Two k o values were used in the models in Fig. 3 . Figure 3C employed a previously measured rate (39), and Fig. 3D used a rate estimated for the experimental design used in this study (Fig. 3A and B) . Equation 2 was solved via finite-element simulations in three dimensions. A nopenetration (ٌc ϭ 0) boundary condition was applied at the glass substrate, while the oxygen concentration at the porous microtrap wall was assumed to equal that in the external medium. The simulations were implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics Engineering Simulation Software v 3.5a, employing standard Galerkin finite elements. Fewer than 25,000 second order Lagrange elements were found to be sufficient for convergence for all of the aggregates simulated.
Oxygen reporter construction and characterization. To construct an oxygen depletion reporter plasmid, the region upstream of the cbb 3 -2 operon was amplified from P. aeruginosa chromosomal DNA (the primers used are described in Table 1 ). pGJB5 (25) and the PCR product were digested with EcoRI and XbaI. The larger~6.6-kb fragment resulting from the pGJB5 digestion was gel purified and subsequently ligated with the purified digested PCR product. The resulting circularized plasmid, pAW9, was confirmed by sequencing and transformed into P. aeruginosa PAO1 by electroporation. To characterize the reporter response to low oxygen levels, the oxygen reporter strain PAO1 containing the pAW9 plasmid was grown overnight in 0.5ϫ TSB with 50 g ml Ϫ1 gentamicin. Since cells were oxygen limited in overnight cultures, GFP was highly expressed; therefore, fully aerated cultures were grown with shaking at 250 rpm in a 1:50 culture volume to flask volume ratio at low cell densities (Յ10 8 ml Ϫ1 ) for 2 h to dilute the residual GFP in cells. Cells were then grown to log phase and added to medium in sealed Balch culture tubes, where the final concentration of molecular oxygen in each tube was estimated to be 21, 10, 5, 2, or 0.4% atmospheric oxygen. To produce the respective oxygen conditions, unsealed Balch tubes containing medium were initially made anaerobic by overnight incubation in an anaerobic chamber (5% H 2 , 10% CO 2 , and 85% N 2 atmosphere; Coy). The Balch tubes were then sealed with rubber stoppers, and a syringe was used to replace anaerobic gas with appropriate volumes of ambient air (21% O 2 ). We did not test 0% oxygen, since GFP does not fluoresce when expressed anaerobically. Reporter cells in sealed Balch tubes were grown while shaking at 250 rpm at room temperature (25°C) for 2 h and washed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and a Bio-Tek Synergy MX (Bio-Tek) microplate reader was used to detect sample fluorescence (excitation wavelength, 475 nm; emission wavelength, 515 nm) and cell density (OD 600 ) in triplicate. The fluorescence and cell density values detected by the plate reader were used to determine the fluorescence intensity per cell, which was correlated to the fluorescence intensity per cell detected by confocal microscopy (see above). Green channel voxels of Ͼ83 digitization units on an 8-bit scale were considered GFP positive, as this included intensity values within 1 standard deviation of the average of cells exposed to 2% oxygen (~1 mg liter Ϫ1 ) and some of the higher-intensity values detected for cells exposed to 5% oxygen. This confocal intensity value correlates with~60,000 arbitrary fluorescence units in our plate reader assay (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material).
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